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When Khaled Mardam-Bey developed an IRC client for the
Windows platform, I doubt he envisaged mIRC becoming
the basis for the control of an immeasurable number of
compromised machines in bot-nets. Khaled has the original
authors of the Global-Threat (GT) bot to thank for that.

The original GT bot exploited mIRC’s powerful scripting
language, which included support for raw socket
connections, to create a bot that was easily controllable via
IRC. Functionality included, but was not limited to, port
scanning, packet flooding, and provision of BouNCe.

The bot was open source (owing to mIRC’s interpreted
scripting) and easily configured. This attribute has allowed
it to spawn a myriad of variants, many of which provide
completely new functionality.

While the problem is currently understated and difficult to
quantify, the trend is definitely on the up. Currently these
pervasive bots are displaying worm-like ability and
exploiting flaws in Windows or weak security. The two
authors of one such variant were arrested in February 2003,
with the UK’s National Hi-Tech Crime Unit reporting that
over 18,000 computers had been infected.

BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDBACKGROUND

IRC stands for Internet Relay Chat. It provides a way in
which people can chat to each other over a network in real
time. The people who wish to chat to one another run a
client on their machine and connect to an IRC server.

Jarkko Oikarinen originally created IRC in 1988, planning
for a maximum concurrent user base of around 100. The
IRC protocol was later defined by RFC1459 in 1993. It has
since been updated to include RFC2810, RFC2811,
RFC2812 and RFC2813 (see http://www.rfc-editor.org/).

Generally speaking, an IRC bot is a non-human client with
programmed responses to various events. A bot can be used
for all kinds of useful purposes, such as granting operator
status to recognised users.

These days a bot is more likely to be referred to as
something that is associated with more nefarious activities.
When these bots are gathered together under the control of a
common overseer they are often referred to as a bot-net.
IRC is utilised as the communication medium between the

overseer and the bot-net, sending commands either
individually or en masse.

IRC, BACKDOORS AND MEIRC, BACKDOORS AND MEIRC, BACKDOORS AND MEIRC, BACKDOORS AND MEIRC, BACKDOORS AND ME

Originally, mIRC was not very popular for use as a
backdoor control mechanism. The obvious drawback is that
the user must actually be running mIRC in order for a
malicious script to be active.

Also, the original concept was to ‘backdoor’ an existing
mIRC client by installing script files that contained the
desired functionality. Many IRC worms heavily exploited an
original design flaw in mIRC that created downloaded files
in the same directory as the program, thus allowing them to
overwrite configuration file ‘script.ini’, which is loaded
automatically by mIRC. This flaw was rectified in mIRC 5.3
(December 1997).

Some of these worms did have rudimentary backdoor-like
control, mostly related to IRC functions. One of these
worms, IRC/Jobbo, implemented more expansive
commands, such as the ability to run local files. mIRC was
not the only client able to be exploited. A popular UNIX
client, IRCII, was also used to interpret scripts with
backdoor functionality.

One of the events which may have led to IRC being
perceived as a useful control medium for backdoors was the
release of SubSeven 2.1 in November 1999. It permitted a
SubSeven server to be controlled via a bot connected to an
IRC server.

This method of control is typical of an IRC backdoor and is
displayed in the diagram shown in Figure 1. IRC messages
travel to and from the IRC server to the clients (represented
by the green lines). Control messages from the overseer
travel to and from the bot either directly or via the IRC
server (represented by the blue lines).

Figure 1.
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At the end of October 2000, when a compromised user
posted a message to a security mailing list complete with a
fully functional GT bot, it was plain to see that mIRC was
now being used as the Trojan engine in its own right.

MIRC SCRIPTINGMIRC SCRIPTINGMIRC SCRIPTINGMIRC SCRIPTINGMIRC SCRIPTING

At the heart of each of these bots is the popular shareware
client for Windows, mIRC. More specifically, it is mIRC’s
scripting functionality that is utilised by each bot to
determine its actions.

mIRC has the ability to interpret ‘scripts that react to IRC
server events’, which are referred to as ‘remotes’. Equally
important for functionality is mIRC’s support for raw
socket connections. By the release of mIRC version 5.5
(January 1999), support for both TCP and UDP had been
implemented.

One of the fundamental ways in which mIRC acts with
regard to events is related to access levels. Each event is
given a level. In addition, each user is given an access level,
the default for which is 1. This assignment facilitates the
ability both to restrict and to allow different users to trigger
different events.

Probably the most important event for control is when a
message is received by the client. This can be a private
message, a channel message, or both. This event is referred
to as ‘TEXT’.

The syntax for acting upon such an event is:

on <level> : TEXT : <pattern> :
<messagesource> : <commands>

where

• level is the minimum level required to access the event

• pattern is the text which will trigger the event

• messagesource is where the message originated from
(private, channel, or either).

For example, the following events will be triggered:

on * : TEXT : !hello : * : { commands }

the message !hello is received from any source from a user
regardless of their level.

on 10 :TEXT : !goodbye* : # : { commands }

the message beginning with !goodbye is received via a
channel from a level 10 (or above) user.

Often these are broken down even further. In the following
example the first line ensures that commands within the first
set of braces are executed only if a message is from a level
10 (or above) user. The second line checks the equivalence
of the first parameter.

on 10 :TEXT : * : * : {

if ($1 == !exit) { commands }

}

There are other common events that are used in mIRC
scripting, such as CONNECT and START. The
CONNECT event is triggered when a connection to an
IRC server is made. The START event is triggered when a
script is loaded.

Their usage may appear as:

on * : CONNECT : { }

on * : START : { }

MIRC SOCKETSMIRC SOCKETSMIRC SOCKETSMIRC SOCKETSMIRC SOCKETS

To access mIRC’s raw sockets functionality, knowledge
of only a few simple commands is required. These
commands are:

SOCKOPEN

SOCKCLOSE

SOCKREAD

SOCKWRITE

SOCKLISTEN

SOCKACCEPT

SOCKUDP

Barring SOCKACCEPT, each of these commands has an
associated event that can be triggered. The name of the
event is the same as that of the command, with the
exception of SOCKUDP, whose corresponding event is
named UDPREAD.

For example, an http download script may contain the
following code:

SOCKOPEN httpsock www.myhost.com 80

on * : SOCKOPEN : httpsock : { SOCKWRITE -n
$sockname GET / HTTP/1.0 }

The SOCKOPEN event is triggered when a successful
connection to www.myhost.com is made. The –n tells
SOCKWRITE to append a carriage return/line feed to the
end of the data sent. $sockname is a mIRC identifier, in this
case it is httpsock.

The SOCKCLOSE event is triggered when the remote host
closes the connection. The SOCKLISTEN event is triggered
when an inbound connection is made to a port.

FINAL WORDFINAL WORDFINAL WORDFINAL WORDFINAL WORD

There are many other scripting capabilities that are utilised
by bots. These include timers, which allow commands to be
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executed repeatedly with a specified delay. mIRC has many
file and string manipulation functions, such as regular
expressions and tokenizers.

When reading mIRC scripts it is worth noting that variables
are prefaced with %. An identifier, $, returns the value of a
variable, whether it is a mIRC variable such as $sockname
or one a script has created for its own use.

mIRC also allows other operating system interaction such as
the ability to execute local files and make both DLL and
COM object calls. Though, strangely enough, the usual
suspects Scripting.FileSystemObject and WScript.Shell
never seem to be called upon.

BOT FUNCTIONALITYBOT FUNCTIONALITYBOT FUNCTIONALITYBOT FUNCTIONALITYBOT FUNCTIONALITY

Most GT bots provide widely varying functionality.
Typically they all share at least some of the basic
functionality of the original, with a few extras.

The original had the ability to provide:

• Bounce (BNC): A BNC is a method by which you use
a machine other than your own as a gateway to an
IRC server. This is not necessarily a malicious activity
in itself. Using a BNC enables a user to protect
themselves from Denial of Service attacks, as their
client IP address becomes masked by that of the
BNC provider.

• Port Scanning: The ability to test for open ports over
a given IP range.

• Cloning: A clone is the term given to any connection
from the same source over and above the first connec-
tion to an IRC server. Clones can be loaded via open
gateways such as BNC and can be used to flood an
IRC server/channel.

• Flooding: Whether implemented through the use of
mIRC scripting or by calling out to various standalone
ICMP/IGMP/UDP flooders.

WILLIAM TELLWILLIAM TELLWILLIAM TELLWILLIAM TELLWILLIAM TELL’S W’S W’S W’S W’S WAAAAATERMELONTERMELONTERMELONTERMELONTERMELON

The target hosts for GT bots are Windows-based machines,
given their obvious dependency on mIRC.

The original GT bot had no self-spreading capabilities –
instead, social engineering methods were used to entice
users to download installers.

One of the well-known ‘inviter’ messages read as follows.

:!Notice!: A Recent Port Scan on your Computer
reveals that Port 1800 is in open state. This
usually means that you have been infected with
an IRC Worm Virus. Please download the cleaner

at:http://www.No-Hack.Us/Fixes/Worm1800.exe to
remove the virus from your system. If you do
not comply with this rule within 30 minutes,
our client monitor will ban you from this
network.-Thanks For Understanding. UNDERNet
Exploit Team

Usually, this single executable is either a downloader set
to retrieve an installer package, or else the installer
package itself.

The installer contains all of the necessary components of
the backdoor. At the very least, this would include a copy
of mIRC, a malicious script file (probably named ‘mirc.ini’)
and a program to hide the mIRC GUI window from the
user. At the other end of the scale, dozens of files could be
included, with many scripts, command line utilities, flooders,
Dynamic Link Libraries and servers of various types.

These packages are normally created with freely available
installers which allow the components to be silently
installed and executed. Those commonly used are Setup
Factory, Instyler, Install Wizard, PaquetBuilder, GSFx
Wizard, NSIS, SFXMaker and RARSFx.

EASY TO SPREAD AND BETTEREASY TO SPREAD AND BETTEREASY TO SPREAD AND BETTEREASY TO SPREAD AND BETTEREASY TO SPREAD AND BETTER
THAN BUTTERTHAN BUTTERTHAN BUTTERTHAN BUTTERTHAN BUTTER

Part of the evolution of the GT bot was to include methods
for automatically spreading to other machines in a
worm-like fashion.

Some lesser-used methods of spreading include exploiting
various Trojan protocols such as SubSeven or NetDevil to
upload an installer onto a machine. Old exploits such as IIS
Web Server Folder Traversal (MS00-078) are still employed
to great effect.

The most infamous Trojan to use the IIS Web Server Folder
Traversal exploit was TKBot, the authors of which were
arrested earlier this year.

The most common method of autospreading is via the SMB
(Server Message Block) protocol. SMB can be used over
multiple protocols such as TCP/IP and NetBIOS.

It is the application of the SMB protocol in Windows file
sharing which is abused. This is achieved through the use of
the Sysinternals freeware utility PsExec, which allows a
user to execute any process on a remote system. However, it
is the presence of weak or obvious passwords on user
accounts that allows the use of PsExec to be a viable means
of attack in the first place – see Martin Overton’s ‘You are
the weakest link, goodbye! – Passwords, malware and you’
(VB, July 2003, p.12).

However, it is probably the rise of NT-based operating
systems such as Windows XP, especially in the home
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environment, which is fuelling the further rise in prevalence
of these bots.

CONSTITUENTS AND MOTIVCONSTITUENTS AND MOTIVCONSTITUENTS AND MOTIVCONSTITUENTS AND MOTIVCONSTITUENTS AND MOTIVAAAAATIONTIONTIONTIONTION

The constituents of a GT bot will differ depending on the
desired functionality of the bot. The driving force behind
the use of GT bots is the ability to gain control of a
resource, whether that is diskspace, bandwidth, anonymity
or any other tangible benefit an evil-doer could see as an
advantage.

GT-styled bots are now being used to control compromised
machines which are part of public warez/pornography
distribution networks, or pubstros. Included in the scripts
are triggers that allow the pubstro machine to be easily
‘administered’. These bots will include a copy of a popular
FTP server such as Serv-U or SlimFTPd.

Alternatively, a bot on a compromised machine may be
geared to the more traditional functions of packeting and
port scanning – in which case the package is likely to
include compiled flooders and possibly an IRC server. In
fact, many of the packages install clean software and
non-malicious components.

PROBLEMIRCTICPROBLEMIRCTICPROBLEMIRCTICPROBLEMIRCTICPROBLEMIRCTIC

With the presence of numerous innocuous elements,
vigilance is required by the anti-virus industry to ensure that
care is taken when adding detection. This is particularly
pertinent with regard to the mIRC client itself.

Given the widespread use of mIRC, there is potential for
false-alerting users to the presence of a so-called Trojan.
Renaming is not sufficient to trigger detection, as a power
user may have made a copy of mIRC so as to be able to
make simultaneous connections to different IRC networks.
Packing takes it one step closer; modifying the client itself
certainly seems to be a boundary at which some anti-virus
companies have drawn the line.

There are multiple reasons why a mIRC client may be
modified. First, the default configuration file mirc.ini is
created if mIRC does not find it in the current directory.
Usually the name of this file is modified so that mIRC looks
for a file with a custom name. The reason for doing this is to
disguise the presence of a rogue mIRC in what would be an
unexpected location on a machine.

GT bots are often installed to ‘special’ Windows
directories such as \windows\fonts, \windows\inf and
\winnt\system32\catroot\ to hide their presence. Other
modifications include the diskspace saving resource
removal and cleverly misdirected registry key creation.

Owing to the open source nature and widely ranging
functionality of this particular variety of IRC bot, the
number of variants is immense. Merely categorising the bots
is not an easy task: developing a logical naming scheme for
these bots is not really possible.

The open source nature of these bots also enables scripts to
be reused, rearranged, removed, added, split and modified
in countless ways. There may exist a single package where
all scripts are detected, but all with completely different
variant names. Various files within the bot package usually
have wide-ranging ‘platform’ prefixes, such as Win32, BAT,
VBS, REG and IRC.

Confusing for the user who has had the misfortune to have
their machine compromised.

IRC THE FUTUREIRC THE FUTUREIRC THE FUTUREIRC THE FUTUREIRC THE FUTURE

The prevalence of these GT-styled bots is increasing. Whilst
being unable to quantify the exact number of compromised
machines, it would be safe to say that there are probably
hundreds of bot-nets currently in use, if not more.

Taking an example of the 18,000 strong bot-net that was
uncovered earlier this year, we could calculate a
conservative possible bandwidth of:

56kbit * 18,000 = 984Mbit

This magnitude of bandwidth could easily be used to disrupt
the service of both IRC and web servers alike.

The delivery of these bots in the future may be melded
with rootkits, as well as with firewall bypass/removal
functionality.

RECOMMENDARECOMMENDARECOMMENDARECOMMENDARECOMMENDATIONTIONTIONTIONTION

There are a few steps that can be taken to avoid your
machine being compromised.

• First, make sure that both Windows and your
anti-virus protection are up to date with the latest
patches/signatures.

• Secondly, make sure that all accounts have suitable
passwords.

• Finally, install a desktop firewall that can block the
outbound connections made to IRC servers that the
bots require for control. These are usually on ports
6000–6669, but may be different.

If you are an IRC user make sure that outbound IRC
connections can only be made to specified hosts. In
addition, the Microsoft Baseline Security Analyser can be
employed to report common system misconfigurations.


